Abstract: A cognitive radio is only able to set up communication using unused frequencies or vacant channels. Spectrum sensing is mandatory task for cognitive radio to detect the vacant channels. The detection faces some challenges due to the required performance and limited knowledge on the primary signals. A blind spectrum sensing which can work without the knowledge of the primary signal is preferable. In this paper we propose a blind spectrum sensing method for cognitive radio network. The proposed method based on the difference on distribution of the condition between when the transmission from primary user is active and when it's inactive. If it is inactive, the received signal will contain only noise which is Gaussian. It is different from the distribution of signal which is contaminated with noise. A normality test using the Jarque-Bera test statistic is used for the detection of the event. The target of the analysis is both the real and the imaginary parts of FFT's output. The proposed algorithm was tested to detect the DTV signal. Results show that our method is performed better than previous similar method.
Introduction
Cognitive radio is defined as a smart radio, it understands the context in which it finds itself and as a result, it can tailor the communication process in line with that understanding [1] . Cognitive radio offers several potential applications in particular to enhance for effective spectrum utilization. With this new concept, it is possible to share frequency spectrum between primary user as spectrum licensee and secondary user. The secondary user may start transmission when the spectrum is not being used by the primary user. Recent radio access standards based on cognitive radio concept has been issued lately such as standardized by IEEE 802 and IEEE 1900 [2] . In the IEEE std. 802.22, a cognitive radio platform may transmit at the spectrum holes in the TV bands as long as the channel is not being used by the primary user or the spectrum licensee.
Because the cognitive radio may use only unused spectrum, it has to find the vacant channel before transmitting to ensure that its transmission will not cause harmful interference to the primary user. This task is performed by its sensing capability. The good spectrum sensing requires high sensitivity of detection. A harmful interference due to occupied spectrum is falsely detected as vacant have to be prevented. On the other hand, if the channel that is not being used by primary user detected as occupied, it will result in lower spectrum holes utilization. The requirement of sensing performance is high since it has to be able to detect very weak signal. It also has to deal with some constrains such as wireless fading, noise fluctuation and limited knowledge on signals parameters.
Spectrum sensing methods can be classified into non blind and blind spectrum sensing method. A non blind spectrum sensing method requires knowledge on primary signal's waveform to be able to perform detection, whereas a blind spectrum sensing method doesn't need it. In this paper, we propose a blind spectrum sensing method based on the Jarque-Bera (JB) test statistic. The proposed method is able to work without the prior knowledge of primary signal's parameter. The skewness and the kurtosis of received signal are used to calculate the JB test statistic. The test statistic values are compared to a threshold to distinguish between occupied spectrum and white space. Experiment results shows that it outperforms similar previous proposed method. The rest of this paper describes related work, explanation of proposed method, result of performance evaluation by simulation and conclusion.
Related Work
Several sensing methods have been proposed in the previous studies such as: matched filtering, feature detection approach and energy detection [3] , [4] . A matched filter is used in the matched filtering method to recognize the presence of primary signal. Its detection accuracy is high at low SNR. However, this method requires different filters for different primary signals. The filter design itself requires information such as pilot and frame structure of the primary signal. Similarly, for the feature detection method that relies on cyclostationarity, the sufficient signal information must be given as well. In practice, a cognitive radio should be able to perform spectrum sensing in the condition of limited knowledge of primary signal's structure and other related parameters.
The energy detection (ED) differs from both methods because it works without knowledge of primary's signals parameters to be detected [4] . This method exploits energy difference between occupied and vacant channel condition. It compares the energy of received signal with pre-defined threshold. This method is simple to be implemented. The described works in [5] and [6] are among the example of implementation of ED for spectrum sensing. Due to this low complexity, energy detection is the most preferable and popular method. However, its detection's performance decreases at low SNR due to noise uncertainty [7] .Furthermore, the performance is much lower than matched filtering and feature detection method.
Several methods propose spectrum sensing by exploiting the distribution difference of the received signal in the inspected band. These methods based on the assumption that the probability distribution of received signal when it consist of mixed signal and noise will be different from the sole probability distribution of noise [8] [9] . As part of IEEE 802.22 standard, a detection method uses estimates of third to sixth order cummulants to perform Gaussianity tests on the real and imaginary parts of the FFT output [10] . It gives high detection performance, but with high computational requirements. The latter similar method uses Jarque-Bera (JB) statistic for detection using same principle of normality test as previous one [11 ] . The test is based on samples skewness and kurtosis. The authors in [11] use the amplitude of FFT's output as the input of their proposed method. This limits the optimality of the original JB test as a normality goodness of fit test.
Proposed Spectrum Sensing Method
Cognitive radio performs spectrum sensing by continuously detecting the presence of primary signal in the inspected band. It comprises of RF and IF sections for preprocessing steps and is connected to detection unit where the sensing algorithm is implemented. When the channel is being used by primary user, received signal will consist of primary signal and noise. Meanwhile, the received signal will only contain the noise if the primary signal is inactive. There are two different conditions and the spectrum sensing has to make decision based on the received signal during sensing time interval.
Suppose r(n) is the discrete time received signal, s(n) is the primary signal, and w(n) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).H 0 denotes as vacant channel conditon while H 1 as a condition of the channel is being used. Suppose there are N available received samples for sensing purpose, the two conditions can be expressed as:
The equation 1 shows that the spectrum sensing is a hypothesis testing problem. Based on the signal received at cognitive radio, it has to make decision on whether the condition is belong to H 0 or H 1 .
A detection algorithm should achieve a good performance by minimizing two kinds of error: probability of miss detection (P md ) and probability of false alarm (P f ). A miss detection event will happen if it makes decision of occupied channel as vacant. Its probability can be expressed as P md = P(H 0 |H 1 ). On the other hand, if vacant channel is detected as occupied, a false alarm will occur with the probability of P f = P(H 1 |H 0 ). Miss detection will cause harmful interference to primary user while false alarm will make cognitive radio miss the opportunity to transmit. In spectrum sensing, probability of false alarm is bounded to a predefined maximum value and then it has to optimize the performance in the means of its probability of miss detection.
Since the spectrum sensing has to perform detection with limited knowledge on primary signal parameter, we have to consider blind spectrum sensing. We propose a blind spectrum sensing method based on the distribution difference of received signal between the condition of H 0 and H 1 . When the channel is idle, H 0 : r(n) = w(n). w(n)is AWGN, Gaussian sample sequences w(n)~N(μ w , σ w 2 )with the probability density function (pdf) of:
When the channel is occupied, H 1 : r(n) = s(n) + w(n). s(n)is received signal propagating from primary user which already includes the wireless fading channel effects. The probability of s(n) will have several possibilities depends on the multipath fading channel model, such as rician, rayleigh, etc. Rayleigh can be considered as general condition in wireless environments in wireless communication. The rayleigh random variable has the probability density function (pdf) of:
Where σ s 2 is the signal's variance/power. As s and w are independent, the probability density function of received signal then will be p(r) = p(s) * p(w) [12] . The pdf of r(n) can be calculated as:
which will be: 
where ϕ is a cumulative distribution function of standard normal random variable. Then, hypothesis testing equation becomes:
From received samples: = [ … − ], we have to draw a decision of detection by inspecting its probability density function (PDF). Our goal is to design an algorithm which is able to distinguish the PDF of received samples.
There are several statistical methods to analyze the distribution from measured samples. In the proposed method we use Jarque-Berra (JB) test. The JB test is a goodness-of-fit test which measures the departure of samples from Gaussian/normal distribution [13] . In this method, we don't need to know the statistical parameters such as the mean and the variance. The JB test statistic is defined as:
where n s is the number of samples; S is the sample skewness and K is the sample kurtosis. Given sample of vector with the length of n s , with unknown mean and variance, the JB test performs testing of the null hypothesis that the sample comes from a normal distribution. Skewness of data or samples is a measure of the degree of asymmetry of its distribution from the mean. The skewness of a distribution is defined to be: A distribution with γ 2 = 3is called mesokurtic, a high peak (γ 2 > 3) is called leptokurtic, a flat-topped curve (γ 2 < 3). A distribution with the kurtosis less than 3 tends to have flatter density than the Gaussian one. On the other hand, if the kurtosis is more than 3, its density has sharper peak and longer tails than the Gaussian. For vector received samples , The estimated kurtosis (K) can be calculated as:
Related to our purpose to test the PDF of received signal is Gaussian or not, we need to find the skewness and the kurtosis of the noise (AWGN). Moment about the mean of a Gaussian random variable X is given by [14] : So, the 2 nd moment will be:
the 3 rd moment will be:
and the 4 th moment is: Figure 1 shows a spectrum sensing system. Cognitive radio performs signal detection on samples of r(n) after several pre-processing steps including down-converting, filtering and Fast Fourier transform (FFT) [11] . We have to arrange a N-points FFT on r(n) to get R(k):
As output of FFT, Vector of are complex valued, R = Re(R) + j Im (R). JB test can be applied to Re(R), Im (R), or ‖R‖. When the condition is H 0 , the distribution of Re(R) and Im (R) should be Gaussian.
In order to maximize the information, for the test statistic (T) of our proposed method, we used the both real and imaginary parts: 
RF & IF Preprocessing
Since we perform spectrum sensing using N available samples, our test statistic is:
When only noise appears in the received signal r(n) = w(n), the real parts as well as the imaginary parts will have Gaussian distribution.T JB will have a chi-square distribution with 2 degree of freedom. Probability density function (pdf) of a chi-square is:
With degree of freedom v = 2, the probability function is reduced to exponential function of: Figure 2 . Right tail probability of false alarm
For the threshold setting, we have to calculate the probability of false alarm. Probability of false alarm is a right tail probability as illustrated at fig. 2 :
Where λ t is the threshold for designated probability of false alarm. In the detection process, the calculated test statistic (T JB ) is compared with the threshold λ t . If the calculated test statistic is bigger than the threshold λ t (T JB > λ t ), it will decide that primary signal is active (H 1 ). Lowering the threshold will increase detection performance because the probability of miss detection will decrease, but at the same time the probability of false alarm will also increase. Table 2 describes the threshold and its corresponding probability of false alarm. Spectrum sensing algorithm sets to the certain predefined P f . Based on the keenness toward opportunistic spectrum usage, 3 schemes are suggested: conservative, aggressive and hostile. In [15] , the following values are suggested:
 Conservative, ifP f > 0.5andP f < 0.5  Aggressive, ifP f > 0.5andP f < 0.5  hostile, ifP f > 0.5andP f < 0.5 The common adopted P f value is 10%, so we set out threshold λ t to 4.61
Performance Evaluation
Simulation was performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. In the simulation, the algorithm detects varied levels of primary signal in the presence of white Gaussian noise. Performance metric was measured by its probability of miss detection in several signal to noise ratio (SNR). Simulation was performed for several signal's levels or several SNR to address the common main interest for detector performance, i.e. its sensitivity at low received signal level. To ensure the experiments are statistically correct, the simulations were repeated for about 1000 times.
Performance evaluation of the proposed method was performed using DTV signals [16] The samples speed at ADC's output is 6857 samples per 1 ms. If we perform sensing in 5 ms duration, it will be equal with processing samples for about N=30,000. Random Gaussian samples with a predefined variance was generated and added to the signal. Signal to noise ratio (SNR) here is the ratio of signal's variance and the noise's variance. Since the noise's variance is not changed, the primary signal has to be scaled to represent a certain SNR value: r(n) = scaling(s(n)) + w(n)
The threshold was taken to achieve probability of false alarm as suggested in table 2. And as common requirement, it is set to 10 %.
Probability of miss detection calculation is as follow. We calculate the test statistic as described above (T JB ) for every N samples, and then it is compared to the predefined threshold λ t . A frame with the T JB value that is greater than threshold λ T will be counted as positive detection. The number of positive detection which then is divided by total number of frame shows the detection rate. Then the miss detection is 1 minus detection rate.
Detection process simulation using method proposed in [11] was also performed for comparison. This method also uses JB test with 2 main differences with our method, in the test statistic and the threshold. The previous method performs JB-test to the amplitude of FFT's output. It violates the original JB-test designation as normality test because in the sole presence of Gaussian noise sample, the amplitude will have Rayleigh distribution. As for the threshold, they propose a threshold formula of: r s = 0.0688 N FFT . First experiment used N-FFT = 2048. The number of sample N in a frame for detection was 30000. The detection rate was evaluated for several SNR. The fig. 3 shows the performance of our proposed method in probability of miss detection for several SNR. It gives better miss detection rate than the previous method. It is mainly due to our method can adapt to the noise when the number of sample (N) changes as well as the FFT points (N-FFT). Figure 4 shows that performance of the proposed detector at several numbers of samples, N=30000, N=60000, and N=120000. Probability of miss detection decreases when more samples are used to count the test statistic. As the proposed algorithm exploits the distribution difference, more samples will shape the better histogram. The probability function or histogram built based on empiric samples will converge to its precise pdf when the number of samples is higher. This result in higher detection rate as confirmed on this figure.
In the last experiment, we used different FFT size for comparison. The result is depicted on Figure 5 . The figure 5 describes the role of FFT to the performance of the detector. Here again we took the miss detection rate to measure it. We conducted the simulation for 2 different FFT points: N-FFT = 2048, N-FFT = 8192. The two N-FFTs above also parameters includes in the digital TV standard. The figure shows that roles of the number FFT to the performance of the detector. The point number of FFT shows the resolution of the received signalsR(k). FFT with 8196 points reveals more information than N-FFT = 2048. From the figure 2 and 3 we can conclude that increase the size of FFT gives more impact on the detection performance compare to the use of more samples per-frame (N). 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a blind spectrum sensing method based on JB (Jarque-Bera) test. The JB-test is used to distinguish between channel is occupied or vacant based on the distribution difference. The target of analysis is the real and imaginary part of FFT output for every frame of N samples. The test statistic for each frame is compared to the predefined threshold to make a decision. The threshold is set based on analytical calculation of JB-test when the target is additive white Gaussian noise samples. According to our montecarlo simulation results, for the digital TV test signal, our proposed method performs better than previous JB test sensing method. Detection performance increases as the FFT size as well as the number of samples increase. The proposed method is a blind sensing since it does not need any information on the parameters of the primary signal.
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